Abstract

Our society is increasingly influenced by modern information and communication technology (ICT), Data warehouse, data mining and time series data mining etc. Time series data mining can be treated as a subset of data mining domain. The nature of time series data is large data size, high dimensionality and necessary to update continuously. Time series data mining (TSDM) is a rapidly evolving research area in Computer Science. While processing data stored in a data base, if we consider the time at which the event happened, the information technology professional can generate more reliable and dependable information in comparison with conventional methods. Potentially, today, every stake holders has got the opportunity for time series data mining. In this paper I am introducing a methodology and a strategy for the effective planning of various organizational resources for different stake holders in the form of cases. Few of them are Information Technology professionals planning their hardware, software and network (bandwidth) requirement for the organizations. Another category of user is top level business executives, they are responsible for the long term strategic decision making of their business. The next category of users I am planing to cover in this paper is medical professionals or biological researchers and share traders (equity market).
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